Scanning Electron Microscope Examination of Quartz Sandgrain Microtextures

The use of the scanning electron microscope in the examination of microtextural features on the surfaces of quartz sand grains is discussed. Differences in texture can be used to distinguish a number of different weathering or depositional environments. Thus it is possible to identify quartz sand grains emplaced in the following settings: weathered from granites, youthful rivers, subaqueous marine, aeolian and glacial. This technique can be used to reconstruct ancient depositional environments; sands as old as Lower Triassic have been successfully subjected to textural analysis.

Most aims of geological science involve the reconstruction of ancient environments. For instance, it is frequently possible to ascertain the temperature of an ancient ocean, to suggest the kinds of animals and plants that lived in that ocean, and the predator-prey relationships between them, the firmness and mineral composition of the ocean bottom, the water depth, etc. Thus an attempt is made to develop a detailed picture of the environment: every parameter available to the individual must be used.

As new instrumentation is developed, techniques become available that were not previously considered. For example, the determination of ancient water temperatures had to await the invention of the mass spectrometer.

Certain parameters present in sedimentary rocks have been used for environmental reconstruction. Size frequency analysis of sands has been employed to distinguish fossil environments such as dune, beach, river and so forth. Sedimentary structures are those larger features of sediments, that, in general are studied or seen best in outcrop rather than hand specimen or thin section and are either organic or inorganic in origin (F.J. Pettijohn, 1957, p. 100—132). The list of parameters is long, and it is necessary to use multiple criteria to document an environment successfully.

ELEKTRON MICROSCOPE METHODOLOGY

GENERAL

Recently, a new technique has been developed which permits environmental reconstruction to be made from individual grains of quartz sand (D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973). Quartz sand grains (2 to 1/16 mm in diameter) are ubiquitous in sediments and thus the technique can be universally applied. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used in the emissive mode to examine the surface
texture or roughness of individual quartz sand grains; this information is used to identify and distinguish grains that have been mechanically abraded in river, beach, continental shelf, dune and glacial environments. Post-depositional chemical action frequently modifies the grains, so that fossil examples must be carefully studied, but it is frequently possible to study both mechanical and chemical action in ancient sands. Certain subenvironments (and combinations thereof) such as hot and cold desert and coastal dune sands can be distinguished. Sand grains can frequently be found in silts and clays; some of the grains may have been affected during transport of the silt, while others were abraded in a previous depositional episode. It may thus be possible to obtain environmental information about both episodes.

Grains in the sand size and large silt range were collected from a number of different modern depositional environments; the textures noted on each group were distinctive enough to permit individual environments to be distinguished. These textures were then duplicated experimentally; the simulated textures were quite similar to those found in nature. Surface textures of quartz grains from known fossil environments were then compared to the modern and experimental features and were found to be similar, except for certain chemical features which could be ascribed to post-depositional alteration. These latter features were studied and partially duplicated in the laboratory. Finally the technique was used to identify unknown fossil environments with the proviso that as many other techniques as possible were to be used to confirm identification (D. Krinsley, J. Donahue, 1975).

TEXTURAL FEATURES

The types of features detected on quartz grain surfaces can be classified as mechanical or chemical features, or combinations of the two. The mechanisms producing these features are conchoidal fracture, cleavage (contrary to popular opinion, quartz does have cleavage or slip), and solution-precipitation. The abundances, intensities and spatial arrangement of the above three features can be used successfully to delimit a number of different depositional and weathering environments.

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

Weathering and Youthful River Textures. Recently quartz grain textures from granites and their weathering residues were studied; also examined were grains from youthful rivers which presumably contained modified original granitic textures (C. Coch, D.H. Krinsley, 1976). There previously were a few published electron micrographs of original granitic textures (D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973), but not enough information was available to be definitive.

Detailed examination was made of granite grus (weathering residue) and quartz from a single youthful stream draining the granite, both from the Black Hills of South Dakota (C. Coch, D.H. Krinsley, 1976; Fig. 1, A). Grus grains could generally be identified by microblock textures (see W.B. Whalley, D.H. Krinsley, 1974, for descriptions and photographs); a number of other minor features were present. As the granite quartz grains were carried downstream, the microblocks were progressively destroyed and their place taken by upturned plates (S.V. Margolis, D.H. Krinsley, 1971). The relative distance of transport could be determined by the ratio between microblocks and upturned plates.
Grain frosting as observed with the naked eye and the light microscope is a function of this ratio. Microblocks, being larger, permit light to pass through the grains without much scattering; thus clear grains are observed. Grains with upturned plates are small and their spacing approaches the wavelength of visible light; thus the tiny ridges diffract or scatter visible light and a frosted appearance results (Pl. I, Fig. 1).

Subaqueous Marine Textures. Subaqueous features include rounded and smoothed grain edges; these tend to be found on littoral, shelf and turbidite sands. Grains between about 1000 and 1500 μm in diameter contain the best examples of these features; as smaller grains are examined, roundness and smoothing decrease, and on grains of less than about 300 μm, it may be difficult to find subaqueous features of any kind.

Characteristic mechanical V-shaped patterns and grooves are found on rounded and smoothed grain edges; the former generally have a density greater than 3 V's/μm². The V's appear to be a series of notches cut in upturned cleavage plates (parallel, thin, flat ridges, oriented at some angle to the grain surface) which are ubiquitous over many subaqueous abraded surfaces (D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973). It is probable that the large V's represent single mechanical events with the smaller ones the result of irregular grinding of loose debris created by the original impact (Pl. I, Fig. 2). Fracture propagation of energy across crystallographic plates probably created the upturned cleavage plate topography. At high magnifications, rounded surfaces no longer appear smooth; cleavage plates and V-shaped patterns are generally ubiquitous on all abraded areas.

Straight or slightly curved grooves are observed scattered over subaqueous grain surfaces at the same magnifications which best show the mechanical V patterns; the grooves are never as numerous as the V's and frequently include satellite V's, the depressions forming one side of a given V. The grooves are depressed slightly below the surface and may be fairly straight, curve once or twice, or may even extend in ellipses with satellite V's along their lengths. They are not present on smaller grains (less than about 300 μm in diameter) perhaps because there is a decrease in imparted abrasion energy.

Although etch pits or V's formed by chemical etching may occur in any environment, they are most common in subaqueous situations and may be either syndepositional or diagenetic; the former is much more common. They tend to have very regular sides as compared to the somewhat irregular mechanical V's (Pl. II, Fig. 3). Etch pits are all oriented almost exactly the same and generally are located on either rhombohedral or prismatic quartz faces.

Depressions of varying size which contain evidence of solution and precipitation of silica occur irregularly scattered across subaqueous grain surfaces. Mechanical V's are not present within the depressions suggesting that the latter are protected from abrasion because of their location below the general grain level. Occasionally depressions are observed which contain conchoidal breakage patterns (probably representing a previous breakage cycle) indicating that they have not been acted upon chemically. However, these features contain precipitated, amorphous silica in more than 90% of the cases observed.

As subaqueous quartz sand grains of smaller and smaller size are examined, chemical solution and precipitation replace abrasion markings. Grains less than 300 μm in diameter almost never contain evidence of abrasion. Chemical action includes etching with the formation of etch pits as described above, formation of quartz crystal terminations on the surfaces of upturned plates (E. Pittman, 1973) and perhaps most numerous, irregular layers of precipitated silica covering most
or all of a given grain with irregular solution markings scattered about the grain surface. The layers described may be very thin so that it is possible to see the underlying topography. On the other hand, precipitation may be so extensive that all topography is masked. The extent to which precipitation occurs is a function of a number of variables including time spent in the environment, surface characteristics (chemical and physical) of a given grain, the chemical environment of the surrounding water envelope, temperature and perhaps several others. Generally if abrasion does not occur on a given sand grain, in the subsequent environment solution and precipitation most certainly will.

Aeolian Textures. There appear to be four types of textural features that are characteristics of aeolian quartz grains from modern hot deserts.

“Upturned plates” (D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973, Pls. 71, 84) commonly cover the surfaces of most grains greater than 400 to 500 µm in diameter. These plates appear as more or less parallel ridges ranging in length from about 0.5 to 10 µm and are the result of breakage along cleavage planes in the quartz lattice (Pl. II, Fig. 4, Pl. III, Fig. 6). Sand grains of this relatively large size generally travel as saltating or creeping bed load (R.A. Bagnold, 1941), experiencing a succession of high-velocity collisions. At the time of collision, the kinetic energy of each particle is at least partly converted into elastic energy in the grain. When typical aeolian velocities (R.A. Bagnold, 1941) are compared with grain velocities during aqueous transport, it becomes evident that the kinetic energy of a wind-moved particle (varying with the square of its velocity) must often be several hundred times greater than that of a particle moved by water. The results of these high-energy elastic collisions appear to be “abrasion fatigue” (K.J. Pascoe, 1961), and the upturned plates are thought to be resulting cleavage scarps. These plates are frequently modified in desert environments by solution and precipitation (F. Lucci, G. Casa, 1968; S.V. Margolis, D.H. Krinsley, 1971).

Equidimensional or elongate depressions (D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973, Pl. 68), 20 to 250 µm in maximum dimension in size on smaller grains, are caused by the development of conchoidal fractures on the grain surface. They may result from direct, as opposed to glancing, impact between saltating or creeping grains.

Smooth surfaces occur on smaller grains (90 to 400 µm diameter); they are caused by precipitation (B. Waugh, 1970) and solution of silica and are unaffected to any great extent by abrasion (D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973). Grains of this size are more normally carried in suspension (R.A. Bagnold, 1941, Chap. 1) rather than by creep or saltation and are therefore unlikely to collide. When collisions occur, development of features caused by abrasion fatigue are less common (K.J. Pascoe, 1961).

Arcuate, circular or polygonal fractures (F. Lucci, G. Casa, 1968, Pls. XCIII through XCV; D.H. Krinsley, J. Doornkamp, 1973, Pl. 82), are most commonly found on smaller (90 to 150 µm diameter) grains. These features may be the result of physical or chemical weathering, possibly including the crystallization of salts. Although weathering action might be expected to occur at times of rest on grains of all sizes, the textural evidence for it would be removed by abrasion of the larger saltating or creeping grains.

Aeolian sand grains from coastal and periglacial environments have been examined (S.V. Margolis, D.H. Krinsley, 1971), and significant variations in the occurrences of the above four features have been noted. These generalizations are based on examination of 20 samples from each environment (some of which
are listed in S.V. Margolis, D.H. Krinsley, 1971); about 25 grains were studied in each sample.

Coastal aeolian sand grains contain upturned plates, but only on small patches of any grain surface. In contrast, hot desert grains show plates over most of their surfaces. Equidimensional or elongate depressions occur very occasionally on coastal aeolian grains but are almost always present on hot desert sand grains larger than 500 μm in diameter. Smooth surfaces and arcuate, circular or polygonal cracks on smaller grains are found frequently on hot desert sand but are very rarely found on coastal aeolian sand (Pl. II, Fig. 5).

Periglacial aeolian sand also contains upturned plates, but only in small patches on grain surfaces. Equidimensional or elongate depressions occur with greater frequency on periglacial sand than on coastal aeolian grains, but their frequency is less than on hot desert sand grains. Smooth surfaces on smaller grains and arcuate, circular or polygonal cracks are seldom found on periglacial aeolian sand.

Glacial Textures. W.B. Whalley, D.H. Krinsley (1974) have described the types of textures on quartz grains from glacial environments. It appears that many of the typical fracture patterns described previously in the literature such as arc steps, parallel and subparallel steps and arc shaped steps or grooves (D.H. Krinsley, J. Donahue, 1968; D.H. Krinsley, S.V. Margolis, 1969) probably originated either in the parent rock or when quartz grains were removed from that rock by weathering. In the case of "wet-base" glaciers, grinding in an environment where a thin layer of water surrounds the grains probably produces microblock and upturned plate textures. "Dry-base" glaciers may produce the various conchoidal patterns, as arc shaped steps, parallel and subparallel steps and are steps indicated above. No surface textures described so far reliably characterize any particular glacial subenvironment. The general variability of the grain surfaces from all glacial positions makes it impossible to determine the exact depositional environment. On the other hand, this great variability (in terms of type and size of feature) is generally characteristic of glacial deposits (Pl. III, Fig. 7). In particular, the variation in the amount of precipitation on grain surfaces and the degree to which small debris become attached or cemented is fairly definitive. Thus although glacial subenvironments cannot as yet be characterized by surface textures, the glacial environment can.

EXAMPLES

The first example concerns a sand deposit of Lower Triassic age from Budleigh Salterton, Devonshire, England; it was collected 60 cm above the top of the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds in a sea cliff exposure just west of the town, in the base of the Otter Sandstone Formation (M.R. Henson, 1970). A recent stratigraphic review (J. Pattison and others, 1973) suggested that the Pebble Beds and the Otter Sandstone Formation are Scythian and Anisian (early Middle Triassic), which would indicate an age of between 210 and 225 m.y. (W.B. Harland and others, 1964).

The sample consists of largely un cemented, brownish-yellow sand with well-rounded grains ranging in diameter from 0.8 to 0.09 mm. Thirty grains from each of three size ranges ( > 500 μm, 250 to 500 μm, and < 250 μm diam.) were examined with the scanning electron microscope. Whole grains as well as magnified sections of typical features were photographed. The surfaces were compared with modern surface textures of quartz grains from the hot deserts of Libya, Arabia, Australia, and New Mexico and California (U.S.A.).
All of the characteristic eolian features above were found in the Triassic sample in the same proportions and on grains of the same diameters as in the modern hot-desert samples. The distribution of features typical of coastal or periglacial dune areas is absent.

Because diagenesis evens out surfaces on the various size grades, the quartz grain surfaces of the Triassic sample could not have been affected to any great degree by postdepositional processes. This unusual occurrence of ancient transport textures, unmodified by diagenesis, requires some special explanation that I cannot offer at the moment.

This discovery emphasizes the value of investigations of surface texture in environmental reconstruction by demonstrating that under certain conditions, early Mesozoic sand grain surfaces may have escaped diagenesis, at least as far as the resolution of the scanning electron microscope can determine.

Marine sediments contain a predominance of fine sand and coarse silt-sized particles and the lack of SEM studies on these fine-grained sediments has been unfortunate. However, as a result of work on selected Cretaceous and Tertiary samples from Leg 39 Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) in the South Atlantic (D.H. Krinsley, F. McCoy, 1977), the use of silts and fine sands has proven to be a significant tool in deciphering environmental characteristics from finer-grained deep-sea deposits. It has been found that many of these samples contain silt-sized quartz particles with mechanical surface textures. They represent broken fragments of larger sand-sized grains and it is possible using the broken fragments to reconstruct their abrasional history. About 80% of the very fine sand-silt grains (75 \( \mu \)m to 150 \( \mu \)m approximately) were composite; they contained a surface or surfaces with mechanical features, either aeolian or subaqueous, and additional surfaces which indicated that these smaller grains had been portions of larger quartz sand grains. Thus two distinct surfaces were detected on each of the fragments, one with mechanical abrasion or chemical precipitation and/or solution representing texturing activity on the continent or shelf and a later, fresh breakage surface representing a final episode in which the grain broke into several parts. These broken fragments were emplaced in the deep sea by subaqueous processes but preserve characteristic markings of processes that occurred on land or on the shelf prior to transport into the deeper marine environment. In many cases it was even possible to reconstruct the original diameter of the grain by measuring the curvature of the unbroken portion of the fragment. In all samples, the final breakage event was indicated by conchoidal fractures containing little or no evidence of diagenetic alteration and it is interesting that within the magnification range used in SEM (20,000 \( \times \)), little or no quartz diagenesis occurred during an extreme time range of as much as 80,000,000 years in some cases.

Discovery of these fragmented grains thus makes it feasible to use finer-grained deep sea sediments for SEM environmental analysis and to provide information on continental and shelf environments. An exciting new application of SEM methods appears to be available, one that would have wide applicability.
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Streszczenie

Ziarna piasku kwarcowego badane za pośrednictwem elektronowego mikroskopu skanningowego ujawniają wiele cech mikrostrukturalnych, jakie mogą być wykorzystane w badaniach litologicznych osadów, dla określenia tak charakteru macierzystego źródła, jak również warunków transportu materiału. Ziarna te ulegały bowiem wpływom środowiska, które zaznaczyło się w specyficznych śladach zmian chemicznych i mechanicznych.

Na powierzchniach ziarn kwarcu obserwuje się ślady zmian mechanicznych lub chemicznych, albo też kombinacje obu wymienionych cech. Na powierzchniach ziarn kwarcu z młodych rzek, transportujących materiał granitowy, odnotowano czy pozbawione tych cech, a także ich kombinacje. Do pierwszych należą plugówne i skrawki, do drugich formy nurków-wytrąceń. Ze względu na zróżnicowanie śladów powierzchni ziarn kwarcu można wybrać cztery główne rodzaje środowisk transportu, depozycji i wietrzenia.

Struktury powierzchni ziarn kwarcu z młodych rzek, transportujących materiał granitowy, odnotowywają się na ogół mikroblokową strukturą. W miarę oddalania się od źródeł materiału kwarc ulega sploteniu na coraz to mniejsze bloki i dzieli się na płytki.

Ziarna kwarcu pochodzące z modernych rzek, transportujących materiał granitowy, pokrywają się ogromną ilością form V-kształtnych, reaktywnych form krzemionki. Formy te są wynikiem ogromnej ilości kolizji ziarnowych.

W praktyce kwarcu pochodzenia eolicznego wydziela się cztery typy mikrostruktur charakterystycznych dla środowiska współczesnych porów torfowisk. „Zadziiorowe powłoki” (ang. upturned plates) pokrywają większość ziarn kwarcu średnicy powyżej 400 – 500 μm i ułożone są w mniej lub bardziej równoległych pasmach odludnych 0,5 – 10 μm. Formy te są wynikiem ogromnej ilości koliżji ziarnowych.

Gładkie powierzchnie są wynikiem wytrącania się krzemionki na małych ziarnach, niewielu podatnych na odkształcenia mechaniczne.

Łukowate, koliste lub polygonalne formy spotykane są głównie na powierzchniach małych ziarn. Formy takie są rezultatem mechanicznego i chemicznego wietrzenia, zachodzącego przypuszczalnie przy współudziale soli.

Powierzchnie kwarcu pochodzenia glacialnego odznaczają się ogromną różnorodnością mikrostruktur, co jest cechą danego środowiska. Różnorodność powyższa powoduje, że w chwili obecnej nie ma jeszcze opracowanych podstaw umożliwiających dokładną ocenę warunków środowiska i przeprowadzenia szczegółowego podziału. Zauważono natomiast istotne różnice między śladami na powierzchni kwarcu z ośrodka mokrego i suchego; w pierwszym dominuje budowa blokowa, a w drugim przelany muszlowe.
Streszczenie

DAVID KRYNSLEY

IZUŻYCIE MIKROSTRUKTURY ŻEREN KWARCZOWEGO PESKA
S POMOCJĄ SKANINGOWEGO ELEKTRONNEGO MIKROSKOPOA

Recze

Zerena kwarcowego peska, uzysczonych pod skaningowym elektronnym mikroskopem, od-
liczają się między innymi mikrostrukturalnymi osobliwościami, które mogą być wykorzystywane przy
litoskopowym uznawaniu form podłoża, dające możliwości określenia ich pochodzenia, jak i środowisk
transportowych materiałów. Zerena te są bardziej podatne na wpływ środowiska otoczenia, co jest
manifestacją specyfiky chemicznej i mechanicznej struktury.

Na powierzchni zeryń kwarca można zauważyć śladów mechanicznych i chemicznych przeobra-
zowań lub śladów po zdejmowaniu tego typu czynników. Na powierzchni zeryń można zauważyć
zmiany w strukturze i kształcie, które mogą być związane z procesami przeobrażającymi się w
czasie, takimi jak: hydrotermalne, erozjonalne, czy procesy związane z obniżeniem poziomu wody.

Stosowane do analizy mikroskopowej metody umożliwiły wykonanie czasowej serii zdjęć, które
zakładały zróżnicowane warunki eksponowania materiałów. Zerena te są bardziej podatne na wpływ
środowiska otoczenia, co jest manifestacją specyfiky chemicznej i mechanicznej struktury.

Ważne jest zauważyć, że zerynia kwarca nie pozwala na dokładne określenie pochodzenia
materiału, ale umożliwia dostrzeganie procesów przeobrażających się w czasie, takich jak:
hydrotermalne, erozjonalne, czy procesy związane z obniżeniem poziomu wody.
Fig. 1. Quartz sand grain from a river in Black Hills, South Dakota, draining granite terraine. Note microblocks with upturned plates on edges representing river erosion.

Fig. 2. Portion of a quartz sand grain from the South African continental shelf. Note mechanical V-shaped patterns and elongate patterns indicating subaqueous action.
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Fig. 3. Portion of a quartz sand grain which was artificially etched in sodium hydroxide solution. The en echelon V-shaped depressions are exactly like those observed on natural grains.

Fragment ziarna piasku kwarcowego sztucznie wytrawionego w NaOH. Stwierdza się podobieństwo figur V-kształtnych do naturalnych.

Fig. 4. Portion of an aeolian quartz sand grain from the Algodones Dune Field, California. Note upturned plates and equidimensional or elongate depressions on grain surface.

Fragment kwarcowego ziarna piasku eolicznego z wydm Algodones w Kalifornii. Widoczne są „za-dziorowe powłoki” oraz centryczne i wydłużone wyżłobienia na powierzchni ziarna.

Fig. 5. Large quartz silt grain from same location as Fig. 4. Note angularity and flatness (cleavage).

Duże ziarno mułu kwarcowego z wydm Algodones w Kalifornii. Na uwagę zasługuje kanciastość i płaskość (spękania).
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Fig. 6. Portion of an aeolian quartz sand grain from the same location as Fig. 4. Note the upturned plates which have been rounded by solution.

Fig. 7. Quartz sand grain from a Norwegian Fjord. Note fresh conchoidal fractures and lack of precipitation.
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